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How The BOCs Work Washington
And Why It Matters
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For that reason, among others, the carriers have
always devoted substantial resources to establishInfluencing Decisions
For most of the 20th Century, the Federal Com- ing and nourishing relationships with members of
munications Commission (the FCC) pervasively the relevant Congressional committees. They
regulated telecommunications carriers—control- make substantial political contributions, support
ling market entry and exit and regulating the rates candidates and visit often to “educate” and “tell
and terms pursuant to which the carriers offered their story.” The carriers understand the importheir services. Regulation was necessary because tance of the relationships that develop as the result
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Administration, and the U.S. District Court for the
District of Columbia sought and oversaw the dismantling of the Bell System. More competition
spurred innovation, better service and equipment,
and lower prices.
A Different Time And A Different Result
Then Congress declared in the Telecommunications Act of 1996 that it wanted the entire domestic telecom market, not just the long distance and
equipment markets, to be competitive. But Congress left to the FCC much of the work of implementing a fully competitive telecommunications
market.
When confronted with the possibility that local
markets might become competitive, the postdivestiture Bell Operating Companies played the
system hard and well. They beefed up their DC
offices, hired first rate lobbying and legal help,
contributed to “think tanks” that publish studies
that support BOC positions, and worked ceaselessly to influence political and regulatory decision-makers.
The BOCs have also been persuasive with their
suppliers. Not surprisingly, companies with whom
they spend substantial amounts of money either
supported the BOCs’ positions on major issues or
chose silence. In the post ’96 Telecom Act era, few
companies have spent more on influencing public
policy than the BOCs.
What did the local exchange companies get for
their efforts? For one thing, the FCC authorized
their entry into the long distance market after finding that they had taken the necessary steps to open
their local exchange and access service business to
competition. At the same time, most of the wouldbe competitors in the local exchange and access
service markets vanished.
To be sure, some had poor business plans
and/or executed their business plans poorly. But
others bit the dust because of the BOCs’ unrelenting (and ultimately effective) assaults on decisions
that compelled them to share their plant with competitors.
After the change of political control in DC that
followed the 2000 general elections, the FCC
came to see local exchange competition issues
mostly the BOCs’ way. Finally, and in significant
part as a result of setbacks at the hands of the
BOCs, the two companies who were in the best
position to compete with the incumbents—AT&T
and MCI—were themselves bought by the two
largest surviving BOCs.
Enterprise customers are left with almost no
competition in the access service market and
diminished competition in long distance.

ing, switched access charge reform, universal service reform, the 700-MHz spectrum auction and
the openness of carrier wireless networks. So do
your deals and manage your networks, but understand that Washington policy-making will affect
both.
The winds seem to be changing in Washington.
Careful analysis coupled with effective advocacy
once again could make a difference. But if enterprise customers don’t engage on these issues, they
should accept the consequences of their inaction.
Count on the BOCs working hard

The BOCs are
working hard—
so you should,
too

Hank Levine and Jim Blaszak are partners in
Levine, Blaszak, Block & Boothby, LLP, (LB3) a
Washington DC law firm that specializes in the
representation of enterprise users in connection
with their procurement of network-related
services; before the FCC and other
telecommunications regulatory bodies; and in
disputes with service providers. LB3 and its
consulting affiliate, TechCaliber, represent scores
of large users, including about half of the
Fortune 100. Jim and Hank speak and write
widely on telecom sourcing and regulatory
issues. See www.lb3law.com and
www.techcaliber.com.
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Going Forward
There are major issues pending at the FCC that
will significantly affect the BOCs, enterprise customers and other players. In future columns, we’ll
discuss these—which include special access pricBUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS REVIEW / AUG 2007
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